
Join Call Box's Corey Johnson & Katie Tinkle on Nov 18th at 12pm CST as 
they walk through the top five phone trends of 2020. Discover how 
phone processes have dramatically changed from 2019 to 2020, and uncover 
specific data points to understand how your practice's phone metrics 
compare to industry averages. Furthermore, anyone who completes the 
accompanying workbook and reviews it with a Call Box Specialist will get a 
$50 Amazon gift card, and ALL live attendees will receive free Call Box socks!

[LIVE WEBINAR] The Top 5 Phone Trends of 2020: 
How Does Your Practice Stack Up?

Any decision maker who completes a 
demo of our comprehensive call tracking 
and review solution during the month of 
October will receive a $50 Target 
GiftCard™ PLUS a chance to win Apple 
Airpods® — just for talking with us! 
Current clients are not eligible for this 
promotion.

LEARN MORE

[OCTOBER PROMOTION] Get 
a $50 Target GiftCard & 
Chance to Win Airpods When 
You Complete a Demo

SAVE YOUR SPOT

READ MORE

[BEST PRACTICE GUIDE] 
Webinar Recap: 4 Ways to 
Drive More High-Value 
Patients to Your Practice 

Did you catch our on-demand webinar on 
how to drive more high-value patients to 
your practice? Check out our Webinar 
Recap that dives into the topics covered in 
the webinar and offers four distinct ways 
to get more high-value appointments on 
your schedule.

READ MORE

Learn how to identify when an organization 
should consider a decentralized or 
centralized call center model to handle its 
patient calls, as well as the pros and cons of 
both models. Dental Professionals will earn 
0.5 CE credits through CE Zoom upon 
completion of the course.

TAKE THE COURSE

[FEATURED CE COURSE] 
Your Guide to Decentralized 
vs. Centralized Call Centers
  

Want to learn more about Call Box?
Click below to schedule a conversation 

with a Call Box expert.

Do you follow Call Box on social media?
Give us a like on LinkedIn, Facebook, or 

Instagram to stay up to date.

SCHEDULE A CALL FOLLOW CALL BOX

Many practices are currently experiencing 
a high rate of last-minute cancellations 
and no-shows. Call Box has put together 
five proven recommendations to help 
your team set clear expectations on the 
phone and minimize the number of 
cancellations.

[OWN THE PHONE TIP] How 
to Reduce Cancellations by 
Leveraging the Phone
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